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18 A week to remember
Darren Clarke lifted the Claret Jug at this year’s Open but the Royal St George’s Greenkeeping Team and BIGGA’s Open Support Team were also winners.

26 Toro Student of the Year
Meet the eight finalists and learn what winning brings, from last year’s winner, Andrew Stanger.

30 Come and test yourselves
We preview the BIGGA National Championship, sponsored by Charterhouse and Kubota.

34 Pretentious Poa annua
Dr Terry Mabbett takes a close look at a grass with which everyone is familiar.

38 High point
Abi Crosswood describes her experiences on the other side of the world working at Jack’s Point Golf Club in New Zealand.

46 In search of the perfect bunker sand
George Shiels looks at what it takes to find the perfect sand for your bunkers.

50 Firmly established
Scott MacCallum meets BIGGA Gold Key Supporter, Syngenta.

51 Anatomy of a... Toro Pro Corer
James de Havilland takes a look at the latest corer from Toro.
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